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I hope you enjoy this issue of The Kanata Networker.
As with every month, we strive to share local news
and profile companies doing business in Kanata North.
Sincerely,

Jenna Sudds
Executive Director,
Kanata North BIA
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Baird Benefits Plus/G.R. Baird Financial Group Inc. present

Fall 2015 HR Summit
Supporting managers to be as effective as they can be

DATE

Tuesday, November 10, 2015
LOCATION

The Marshes Clubhouse
320 Terry Fox Drive, Kanata
Garden Terrace Room

INSIGHTS on
improving manager
productivity and
job satisfaction

Valuable
HR Tips!
Latest
ORPP News!

TIME

12:30pm Light lunch will be served
1–3:30pm Summit
(start time may vary slightly)

Join us for an insightful look at the top issues
facing managers today—and their SOLUTIONS.
Effective Managers™, Calian, and the Telfer School of Management
at the University of Ottawa have partnered to conduct comprehensive
research with over 200 managers in eight organizations.
Find out how the results from this groundbreaking research
can help CEOs and seniors understand how your company can improve
productivity and increase managers’ job satisfaction.
Tara Azulay, of the Clariti Group, will provide a valuable networking
session incorporating the theme of effectiveness and personal mastery.

We are proud to offer
our HR Summits as
an opportunity for
professionals to learn
about the latest in
the field, network
with others and
share knowledge.

ORPP: Definition of
a comparable plan
has been released

Dwight Mihalicz
Owner
Effective Managers™

Lynn Stevens
VP, Human Resources
Calian

Tara Azulay
Owner
The Clariti Group

RSVP to info@grbairdfin.com before November 2nd!
www.bairdbenefitsplus.com/seminars

We will provide analysis
and overview on
how this will affect you
and your company.

G.R. Baird
Financial Group Inc.
Baird Benefits Plus

experience brookstreet
276 four-diamond guestrooms Modern conference & business meeting facilities
Inspired cuisine at Perspectives Restaurant Options Jazz Lounge with live jazz every evening
Au Natural Spa Flex Fitness Studio Indoor and outdoor saltwater pools
Zone 525 interactive games room B Café serving Starbucks coffee

Five Twenty Five Legget Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 2W2
613.271.1800 | brookstreet.com

/Brookstreet

@ BrookstreetOtt

experience the marshes
The Marshes 18-hole championship golf course designed by Robert Trent Jones Jr. & Sr.
European PGA approved 9-hole short course, Marchwood Modern meeting facilities
Eclectic dining at Ironstone Grill Jones Lounge for social gatherings
Enjoy Thirsty Thursdays with the Dueling Pianos

Three Twenty Terry Fox Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 3L1
613.271.3370 | themarshesgolfclub.com
/MarshesGolfClub
@MarshesGolfClubt

ENTREPRENEUR SPOTLIGHT

STEPHEN McNALLY
CEO, RENEWITY

TKN: What challenges did you face in
getting the start-up off the ground?
SM: When we star ted Renewity
we had constant requests for new
features and changes from each new
client. It was hard to grow the product
to satisfy all our clients’ needs. Lack of
capital was a challenge. We had little
money for marketing and sales. We
could have used advice from seasoned
executives but had no money to pay
them. We had programming expertise
but little business expertise.
TKN: How is Renewity’s solution superior to other RMA programs?

The Kanata Networker (TKN):
How did Renewity get its start?
Stephen McNally (SM): I founded
Renewity eight years ago. At first, I
developed a web-based customer
service app. Once I sold the app
to a local firm Instantel, a member
of Stanley Black & Decker Inc., they
requested that returns management
be added. With the addition of returns
management we had a unique and
powerful solution for manufacturing
companies that handles after-sales
support and repair of their hardware products. Returns management
became our niche.
This was the second firm I founded.
I had founded a software company
called KJR Software and sold that to
MKS in Waterloo in 2000. I used the
proceeds from that sale to bootstrap
Renewity.

SM: Renewity is highly configurable
so the support and repair team can
configure it to meet their unique business processes and data requirements
without the need for IT involvement.
We realized from the outset that each
manufacturing company would have
unique process and data needs especially in returns management due to
their unique product lines and support
and repair business processes. Our
clients don’t have to shoehorn their
processes into our solution, but rather
configure Renewity exactly as they
want it. Renewity is a Saas Enterprise
solution that can be setup quickly
without initial capital expense.

TKN: What would you say are the
benefits of having your offices located
in Kanata North?
SM: L-Spark, located in Kanata North,
has provided us with advice and guidance and Kanata North has great
networking events and a wealth of
expertise in enterprise software.

STEPHEN’S TOP 3
SUCCESS TIPS:
1. You can’t do it alone. You
need others that complement
your skills and help with the
wide range of tasks needed for
a startup.
2. Entrepreneurship is a lifestyle
that requires a lot of hard work
and is risky, but gives many
rewards – be sure you want that
lifestyle.
3. Make sure your offering is
better than all the competition, not just cheaper or easier
but vastly better, or totally new
and better than the status quo.
Otherwise why bother?

TKN: What milestones has the
company achieved since its founding?
SM: Last year we exceeded 50
manufacturing companies using our
solution. Last November we were
chosen by L-Spark for their first
accelerator program. We have added
business and marketing and sales
executives to the team this year.
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WHAT’S

NEW

WHAT’S

NEXT
UPCOMING EVENTS
Please check out the event calendar
on our website for full details of
events happening in Kanata.
LUMIÈRE ROUGE
FUNDRAISING GALA

KANATA NORTH
NETWORKING EVENT
Times have changed. Our business
community is growing and diversifying. How do we plan to harness that
energy and share our story with the
world? Join us to find out.
Wednesday, September 30, 5–7pm
The Marshes Golf Club
Cash bar, light snacks will be served.

Brookstreet, in par tnership with
the Wesley Clover Foundation, is
pleased to present the 13th Annual
Lumière Rouge Fundraising Gala on
Wednesday, September 16, 2015.
This year, Lumière will once again
be supporting the Ottawa Regional
Cancer Foundation, and everyone in
attendance is asked to wear red or a
splash of red to show their support.
The red themed evening will include
ten food stations serving contemporary creative cuisine, as well as a
selection of delicious cancer fighting
foods. For more details visit the
website. For tickets, click here.
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5–6pm Casual Networking
6–7pm Presentation
Take advantage of this opportunity
to meet with members of the Kanata
Nor th Business Community in a
friendly and relaxed environment.
Expand your business networks,
build relationships and learn what is
going on in the Kanata North business community.
SYNTAX STRATEGIC MEDIA
RELATIONS TRAINING SESSION
Kanata-based Syntax Strategic will
be hosting a media relations training
session titled: Making Sense of the
New Media on October 16 from 9:00
am to 3:00 pm in the Byward Market.
For more details visit our events
calendar.

CHARTWELL KANATA
RETIREMENT RESIDENCE
OPEN HOUSE
September 20, 1:00 to 4:00 pm
Are you taking care of a loved one or
aging parent? Take the opportunity
to visit the facilities at the Chartwell
Kanata Retirement Residence during
their open house on September 20
from 1:00 to 4:00 pm. They operate
a complete range of seniors housing
communities from independent
supportive living through assisted
living to long term care. The organization is also hosting a learning series
that will cover a variety of topics from
Navigating the Healthcare System to
Financials and Power of Attorney in
caring for an aging parent. Check our
events calendar for more details.
TEDxKanata 2016
Speaker Auditions are being held
October 28, 2015

A FRESH WAY TO MARKET ONLINE
WITH SHOUTEX ON MARCH ROAD
By Emma Gibson

A recent addition to the Kanata
North family, ShoutEx is a full-service digital marketing agency which
focuses on lead-generation and social
media promotions. Social media isn’t
only part of their job description,
however—the company is extremely
social, both in and out of the regular
workday.
Zaki Usman, CEO, says his employees
enjoy being located close to other
tech companies so much that they
regularly organize Friday night games
events. The team often networks with
like-minded individuals from the area
including employees’ friends, friends
in Kanata, local gamers, coders and
marketers. They drop by the office
on Fridays to socialize, share stories
and, as Mr. Usman says, “just have a
good time.”

ShoutEx moved to Kanata North in
spring of 2015 and since then they
have been providing expertise in
web, marketing, social media and
mobile apps to clients based both in
Kanata and internationally. Mr Usman
says that as a company that focuses
mainly on online marketing, they do
not restrict themselves to local businesses. However, local clients can
easily arrange brainstorming sessions
that help solidify their marketing
campaigns.
The company said the Kanata North
location has been ideal for networking
and doing business with other hightech professionals, of which there are
plenty.
Mr. Usman says that the location also
helps them to easily recruit highly
skilled professionals who are “well
versed in web, mobile and online
marketing,” and also helps attract
their business to younger employees
who find the Kanata location easily
accessible. While this might seem like
an advantage solely for the business,
in fact the access to diverse talent in

Kanata enables ShoutEx to bolster
their team with strong, varied and
energetic employees who provide
even more benefits to clients.
ShoutEx, while still a relatively small
company, has huge plans for the
coming year and are having a recruitment drive which will reinforce their
team and help provide even more
in terms of marketing tools for their
client base.
Mr. Usman pointed out they have
an open door policy and welcome
anybody into the company, whether
as a friend, an employee or a client.
“We like to share what we know and
learn from others,” he said,“and we
will continue to develop this culture in
our firm.” The company is keen to get
involved in the local community, and
chances are you will see them soon at
a local event, so make sure you drop
by to say hi!
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The best location for 100,000,000
in Canada and the USA to view the Milky Way
60 minutes west of Kanata

Night sky brightness over northeastern North America. The bull’s-eye indicates the location. Offering an unusual pitch black southern horizon, the great bulge of our Milky Way Galaxy will
cast your shadow. This location in the Madawaska Highlands of Ontario offers the best views of the night sky for the entire northeastern USA and southern Canada; due to the almost total lack
of light pollution, its southerly location, its cloud-free micro-climate and its accessibility.

Visitors Centre. Visitors will experience our state-of-the-art 30,000 sq. ft. Visitors Centre, and enjoy ‘mind-blowing’ shows in the worlds’ highest resolution planetarium employing the most

advanced laser projection technology. The Visitors Centre will be a zero-carbon, zero impact building and the largest off-grid and energy self-sufficient commercial building in the Americas. The
extremely innovative Visitors Centre will be built to the LEED Platinum standard and meet the Living Building Challenge. Using captured rain water and recycling its water, it will not require a well
or septic bed. Visitors will enjoy the best views of the universe with the largest public telescopes in the world. The multi-use facility will operate year-round and will feature a host of amenities
including: a fine restaurant and patio with panoramic views from a 450 metre plateau, amongst the highest in Ontario, a boutique with rare themed items from around the world, several multiuse board rooms, a display and exhibit hall, a special exhibits area, a lecture theatre/hall, 10K x 10K video walls in the large lobby, a covered terrace, themed architectural elements in the central
plaza, a marked planetary trail and an amphitheatre. The facility will be available for meetings, weddings, corporate getaways or any time a unique and innovative setting is required. Guided tours
will be offered including: the off-grid Visitors Centre, the public and professional observatories, the display and exhibit hall and the marked planetary trail. The facility will host the Wide-FieldTelescope, the most powerful in Canada. The Visitors Centre is designed by the multi-award winning firm of Christopher Simmonds Architect Inc.

Madawaska Highlands Observatory
Opening 2018

QLIK OPENS A NEW R&D OFFICE
IN KANATA NORTH
By Peter Savage

Founded in Sweden in 1993, Qlik
provides a platform-based approach
to visual analytics that brings insights
and clarity to where it’s needed the
most: the point of decision. This
empowers the entire organization
to make decisions with confidence
and transforms business analysts and
knowledge workers across the organization into indispensable champions.
Qlik recently opened its Ottawa
location of roughly 50 employees in
August, with a focus on cloud and data
management.
“There were a couple of contributing factors that made Ottawa the
logical choice for setting up an R&D
location,” said Mike Potter, Senior
Vice-President of Global Engineering.
“First, I had worked here for many
years so had a good understanding
of the area and the high-tech talent.
Second, Qlik formed a task force to
look at several locations globally for
expanding Engineering, and based on
analyzing existing survey data as well
as additional criteria, Ottawa was our
best choice.”
Qlik began its success by disrupting a
category called business intelligence
that had long-known players like
Business Objects, acquired by SAP,
and Ottawa-based Cognos, acquired
by IBM. Instead of a linear process
querying data sets that took a high
level of expertise and a long time, Qlik
introduced a product that business
users could use themselves to get
to the answers they needed quickly.

This market that Qlik pioneered is
now thriving in a self-service analytics
category.
With its latest product Qlik Sense,
a self-service visualization analysis
platform, the company continues its
tradition of unmatched ease of use
for all people who need to understand their data. The company also
offers data-as-a-service through Qlik
Data Market, which allows access
to up-to-date external data sets so
users can enrich their applications
with more data for more discoveries and therefore better decisions.
Qlik’s patented differentiator is that
they have a unique way to show
how pieces of data are associated
together visually. The company’s
focus on continued innovation across
its platform, spanning analytics, data
and the cloud, drives improvements
within its customers’ businesses and
helps them become agile data-driven
enterprises. This market-leading innovation earned Qlik a #10 ranking on
the 2015 Forbes Innovative Growth
Companies List.
When asked what makes one most
proud to work at Qlik, Mike Potter
said: “Its culture. Qlik was founded in
Sweden and its culture manifests characteristics from its ‘Swedish soul.’ As
a democratized, consensus-building
culture Sweden does
not recognize hierarchy
as you would in other
places. At Qlik, no
matter what level you are
or what department you
are in, you have a voice,
and even a responsibility, to share your
perspective with peers
and executives, right
up to the CEO directly.

Another key factor that adds to the
culture is that we became successful
by disrupting the status quo. That
has created an atmosphere where
challenging norms is encouraged.
Everyone has a platform to share ideas
and knows they are listened to with
respect. Often times these comments
have changed the course of a project.”

Photos: Jim Watson, Mayor of Ottawa (centre)
and Marianne Wilkinson, Councillor, Kanata
North (right) present Mike Potter, SVP Global
Engineering, Qlik (left) with a plaque from the
City of Ottawa welcoming their new business.
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ARROW ELECTRONICS:

LEADERS OF TODAY AND TOMORROW
By Communicarium

Everywhere you look on the Arrow
Elec tronics website, you see a
company that is committed to doing
things well—and to doing things
right. As a participant in the United
Nations Global Compact, Arrow Electronics is one of the companies from
around the world that is committed,
according to the UNGC website, “to
aligning strategy and operations with
universal principles on human rights,
labour, environment and anti-corruption, and taking actions that advance
societal goals.”
This extends to their hiring practices
and sponsorships. This year, two of
their senior staff have been named
to prestigious industry lists: “Top 50
Most Powerful Women in Technology”
and “Women Worth Watching”. It
also extends to their pet projects
and sponsorships, including building
a Semi-Autonomous Motorcar, which
can be driven at speed by head movements for a quadriplegic driver.
ARROW’S CATHY MORRIS
AGAIN NAMED TO TOP 50
MOST POWERFUL WOMEN IN
TECHNOLOGY

Cathy Morris, senior vice president
and chief strategy officer for Arrow
Electronics, was named to the American Diversity Council’s 2015 “Top 50
Most Powerful Women in Technology”
list in March, for the second year in
a row.
The list recognizes female executives,
influencers and achievers impacting
the technology industry. Morris was
selected based on her leadership
within Arrow and the technology
industry, including direct contributions to business growth and the
strategic direction of the company,
as well as her record of accomplishment and commitment to mentoring
the next generation of female professionals in the industry. Morris was also
recognized for her high integrity and
ethical behavior, and her corporate
citizenship.
“As our chief strategy officer, Cathy is
integral to Arrow’s success in guiding
innovation forward for our company,
our customers and our entire industry,”
said Michael J. Long, chairman, president and CEO for Arrow. “I applaud
Cathy and all of the notable women
named to the list for this well-deserved recognition.”
Morris leads strategic initiatives for
Arrow, including global merger and
acquisition activity. She brings nearly
30 years of experience in the computer
products and electronic components
distribution industry, having previously
served as president of Arrow’s enterprise computing solutions segment
after holding senior positions in
support service, finance and corporate
development.
The complete 2015 Top 50 Most
Powerful Women in Technology list is
available online.
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ARROW ELECTRONICS CHIEF
COMPLIANCE OFFICER NAMED
A 2015 “WOMAN WORTH
WATCHING”

Arrow’s Chief Compliance Officer
Carine Jean-Claude was named a
“Women Worth Watching” by the
Profiles in Diversity Journal and
featured in the Journal’s summer
2015 issue.
“Carine leads Arrow’s efforts to
conduct our global business to the
highest legal and ethical standards,
and we are truly fortunate to have
someone with her character and
expertise in this role,” said Cathy
Morris, senior vice president and chief
strategy officer for Arrow Electronics.
“The professional success that Carine
has achieved through hard work,
determination and her incredible
‘can-do’ attitude is a great example
to women everywhere.”
Carine joined Arrow in 2000 as a legal
generalist and went on to become
Arrow’s chief compliance officer. In
this role, Carine is responsible for
Arrow’s compliance with all laws, regulations and company policies, and she
advises senior business leaders on all
aspects of employment law. She also
formulates and implements training on
various company policies and procedures, including the Arrow Worldwide

Code of Conduct and Ethics. Carine is
the recipient of several distinguished
awards, including the YWCA’s Salute
to Women Leaders.
ARROW PARTICIPATES IN
TORONTO INDY CAR RACE
In June 2013, Arrow engineers and
medical researchers joined forces to
work toward a common vision—modifying a car to be safely driven at speed
by head movements for a quadriplegic
race driver. This is a Semi-Autonomous
Motorcar – or SAM for short – built for
former Indy driver Sam Schmidt who
had become quadriplegic.

Arrow Electronics was thrilled to be
part of the Toronto Indy race in June in
support of Arrow’s joint collaborations
and partnerships with the Schmidt
Peterson race team. Arrow customers,
vendors and staff alike had the opportunity to enjoy the festivities and events
during the three-day racing event
held in the heart of Toronto. Exclusive behind-the-scenes access allowed
the attendees to meet the race team,
spend time in the garage and even
meet Sam Schmidt, the quadriplegic
driver of Arrow’s SAM car.

Arrow Electronics is a sponsor of the
#5 Indy car, driven by James Hinchcliffe, a Toronto-area native.
Arrow Electronics’ Canadian offices
are located on Hines Road in Kanata.

KANATA TECHNOLOGY OFFICE LEASING TEAM
HELPING THE TECHNOLOGY SECTOR WITH REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS
Technology companies, by nature, are in a constant state of change. This dynamic places further demands when considering real estate
decisions. Oliver and Lindsay have been representing Kanata technology start-ups and Fortune 500 companies for over 10 years. Having
successfully completed over 2.5 millon square feet in transacations in the Kanata sector, Oliver and Lindsay pride themselves on how
best to service and account for unforeseen change. They are dedicated experts with a unique skill set; skills which include experience
across all asset classes, unparalleled market information, uncovering opportunities ahead of the market, tenant centered practices and
documentation, unrivalled experience and creativity in complicated deal structures, and a reputation and track record that delivers results.

THE 2015 KANATA PRESENTATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

For more information on the sale or lease of commercial real estate in Kanata, please contact:
OLIVER KERSHAW*

LINDSAY HOCKEY*

Associate Vice President

Associate Vice President

CBRE Limited | Ottawa

CBRE Limited | Ottawa

333 Preston Street, Suite 700

333 Preston Street, Suite 700

+1 613 288 1584

+1 613 782 2943

oliver.kershaw@cbre.com

lindsay.hockey@cbre.com

www.cbre.ca/oliver.kershaw

www.cbre.ca/lindsay.hockey

cbre.ca/ottawa
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NAKINA SECURE NETWORK AUDITING
PLATFORM WINS MULTIPLE AWARDS

Photo: Mary O’Neill, CEO, Nakina Systems

Nakina Systems is a next generation
software company that has been
enabling network transformation for
over a decade. Founded in 2003,
Nakina has been headquartered in the
Kanata North Technology Park since
its inception.
The company offers a suite of network
integrity applications for managing,
securing, and optimizing physical
and virtual networks. In June of this
year, Nakina’s new Secure Network
Auditing Platform, NI-DEFENDER, was
recognized with two prestigious Pipeline Innovation Awards at TMForum’s
TMFLive event. Nakina was awarded
with Most Innovative Technology
Provider and for Innovation in Security & Assurance.
NI-DEFENDER is a Secure Network
Auditing Platform which combines
Identity Access Management, continuous network configuration scanning,
adding big data search and analytics
technology to enable network and
security operations teams to prevent,
pin-point, and neutralize security
threats.
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These recognitions affirm that the
NAKINA SYSTEMS ASSISTS
industry is in need of new innovative
CUSTOMERS WITH EMERGING
solutions such as those that are being
SECURITY ISSUES.
developed by Nakina. As stated by
Nakina’s network security solutions
Scott St. John, Executive Editor of
are specifically designed to meet the
Pipeline, “We are very pleased to see
unique needs of communication service
Nakina recognized this year for both
providers. NI-DEFENDER, a Secure
Most Innovative Technology Provider
Network Auditing Platform, unifies the
and Innovation in Security & Assurworlds of security and network operance by the esteemed members of
ations, and provides service providers
our judging panel, representing the
the critical insight they need in order
service providers including AT&T, BT,
to prevent, pinpoint and neutralize
Comcast, UST Global and Global
network security access threats. Most
Capacity, respected system integrai m p o r t a n t l y, i t
tors, and analysts that
enables ser vice
use and recommend “It seems a day doesn’t pass providers to keep
communications techpace with critical
without a headline about
nology products.”
changes affecting
a new security breach.”
their networks.
“Our customers are in
the midst of unprecedented changes as the appetite for
bandwidth soars. Facing new competitive threats, they are turning to new
technologies such as Software Defined
Networking (SDN) and network virtualization in order to improve costs,
achieve operational efficiency and
rapidly enable new services,” said Rob
Marson, Vice President of Marketing at
Nakina. “These technologies change
how networks are built and managed,
in unprecedented ways. Next-generation net works are far more
programmatic, dynamic and complex.
Protecting these new networks presents new challenges. At the same
time cybersecurity threats are ever
increasing. It seems a day doesn’t
pass without a headline about a new
security breach.”

SERVING A WORLDWIDE
CUSTOMER BASE
Nakina Systems provides solutions
to communication service providers
(CSPs) to help them secure and automate the operation of their networks.
It is used in some of the world’s largest
and most important networks, which
serve an impressive global customer
base in mobile, cable, and cloud
service providers including AT&T, Bell
Canada, Telefonica, AmericaMovil,
Time Warner Cable and Turk Telecom.
“Being based in the Kanata North
Technology Park,” Mr. Marson stated,
“provides us with opportunities to
meet and collaborate with partner
companies and customers alike. The
area is easy to travel to, has excellent
accommodations, restaurants and
entertainment and is the regional hub
for technology companies.”

2015 Startup Conference
October 21-22, 2015 at Carleton University

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS AND PANELISTS INCLUDE:
• Jack Young of Qualcomm Life Fund North America
• Duncan Stewart of Deloitte Canada
• Sam Ifergan of iGan Partners – Rowanwood Ventures
• SK Kim of Hyundai Ventures
• Aymerik Renard of SanDisk Ventures

• Jean-Francois Marcoux of White Star Capital
• Vito Vishnepolsky of Martal Capital
• Dan Park of Azure Capital Partners
• Gopal Rajaraman of Motorola Solutions Venture Capital

THIS YEAR’S INVESTORS INCLUDE:
Qualcomm Life Fund | iGan Partners - Rowanwood Ventures | Hyundai Ventures | SanDisk
Ventures | White Star Capital | Martal Capital | Azure Capital Partners | Motorola Ventures
SPONSORS & EVENT PARTNERS:

POWERED BY:

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
6 1 3 - 5 1 8 - 7 3 4 0 | S T E V E @ S TA G E 2 PA R T N E R S . C O M
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INTERTEK: GLOBAL PARTNER IN
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
By Amie Kandalaft

Intertek is a leading quality solutions
provider to many of the world’s most
renowned brands and organizations.
With over 200,000 customers ranging
from the smallest business to the
largest corporation, Intertek delivers
customized commercial and compliance solutions that help customers
make the world a better, healthier and
safer place.
Employing over 38,000 people in
1,000 locations in more than 100
countries, Intertek has evolved from
the combined growth of a number
of innovative companies, starting at
the inception of the modern testing
industry in 1885.
Inchcape, a conglomerate, established Labtest Hong Kong in 1973
to focus on textile testing and later
consumer goods safety and performance testing. Throughout the 1980’s,
Inchcape acquired other testing
companies including Canadian-based
Warnock Hersey, and ETL (Electrical
Testing Laboratories), originally part
of the lighting safety testing company
founded by Thomas Edison in 1896. In
1996, Inchcape’s testing division was
spun off and the resulting company
formed the present-day Intertek,
which continues to expand through
acquisitions related to their seven core
service offerings: auditing, certification, consulting, inspection, sourcing,
testing & analysis and training.
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Inter tek acquired the company
formerly known as Ageus Solutions in
2007. Ageus was founded by a small
group of former Nortel engineers
who saw the opportunity for focused
consulting on the European Union’s
RoHS (Restric tion of Hazardous
Substances) directive, which would
significantly impact the electrical and
electronics marketplace. They also saw
opportunity as a result of the complex
REACH (Registration, Evaluation, and
Authorization of Chemical Substances)
Regulation which affects both the
chemical industry and all manufactured articles.

Eight years after the acquisition,
the Intertek Kanata team
continues as a centre of
excellence for REACH services
and is also a bridge to Intertek’s
global network of services
that help customers meet end
users’ expectations for safety,
sustainability, performance,
integrity and desirability in
virtually any market worldwide.
Intertek’s Kanata office focuses on
the Consulting and Training service
lines and is part of Intertek’s Health,
Environmental & Regulatory Services
(HERS) group. They provide legislative or regulation-based consulting
to help companies who export or
import products do so faster, safer,
and better. Intertek helps manufacturers comply with government
directives such as RoHS, REACH and
WEEE (waste electrical and electronic
equipment) in the European Union
and California Proposition 65 and the

California Environmental Protection
Agency’s Air Resource Board (CARB)
directive in the US.
Located in Kanata’s electrical and
electronic manufacturing heartland,
Intertek’s Kanata HERS team serves
clients across a range of industries
including medical, chemical, food,
industrial and consumer goods.
According to Robbie Pat terson,
leader of the Kanata operation,
“Being based in Kanata allows us
to stay connected to the innovative
entrepreneurs who are investing in
design and manufacturing of electrical and electronic products. We
continue to reach out to and serve
manufacturers across Canada, and
across the globe, who might benefit
from our services, but it is great to
keep our core team of experts close
to Kanata’s manufacturing base. With
a focus on regulatory changes, it is
also helpful for us to be located near
the nation’s capital and maintain good
communication with legislators.”
In addition to consulting and training,
clients count on Intertek’s support to
author and update Safety Data Sheets
(SDS) to ensure they comply with the
United Nations’ Globally Harmonized
System (GHS) of Classification and
Labelling of Chemicals. The regulatory experts in Kanata also publish
Intertek ’s Monthly Environmental
Report for the electronics and related
industries. This subscription-based
publication provides valuable updates
to customers on environmental topics
including restricted substances, end
of life management and eco-design.
For more information, visit Intertek
online at www.intertek.com

PRESENTED BY

IN SUPPORT OF

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

MEDIA SPONSOR

TICKETS
NOW
ON SALE!

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2015
AN EVENING OF LIVE JAZZ, OUTSTANDING CUISINE,
EXCEPTIONAL WINE & FIREWORKS—ALL WITH A SPLASH OF RED
BUY TICKETS & SEE DETAILS AT BROOKSTREET.COM/LUMIERE
THE KANATA NETWORKER
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INVESTORS GROUP DONATES
OVER $20,000.00 TO THE KANATA
FOOD CUPBOARD
Investors Group held their 3rd Annual
Investors Group Ottawa-Kanata Golf
Tournament to benefit the Kanata
Food Cupboard at the Kanata Golf
and Country Club on June 16th,
2015. A huge supporter of community initiatives, Investors group has
been supporting the Kanata Food
Cupboard for many years and during
their Golf Tournament this summer
they managed to collect several
silent auction prizes and a significant
number of corporate sponsorships.
The tournament was a great success
with 124 golfers in attendance and
generous support and donations from
local businesses.

Nestled in the Kanata North business community, Investors Group
offers clients a series of resources and
services to support their financial goals.
For over 85 years, Investors Group has
provided personalized service and
money management expertise to a
wide range of customers across the
globe. They focus on building longterm relationships with clients and in
creating a plan that helps their clients
reach their objectives.
Their professional advisors can evaluate
various investing strategies and offer
solutions with “The Plan”, a service to
help individual client meet their needs.
The Plan by Investors Group covers
day to day financial management,
education planning, tax evaluation,
risk management, retirement planning
and asset allocation. Advisors work
with clients to provide lasting benefits

for them and their families throughout
their investing lifetimes.
Investors Group has a long heritage
of community involvement, corporate funding and project initiation,
which has created a strong culture
of caring. In 2007 Investors Group
employees collect 176 tonnes of food
for local food banks, setting a Guinness World Record. In 2011 Investors
Group received the Red Cross Power
of Humanity Award in the Corporate
Organization of the Year category, and
in 2012 Investors Group received the
Food Banks Canada Donor Award of
Excellence.
“Lots of planning went into the tournament this year, but it is well worth all
the effort, as we know we are making a
difference in the Kanata community,”
said Anthony Sam, Regional Director,
Investors Group Financial Services Inc.
Ottawa-Kanata Region.
Investors Group will be holding an
Open House on October 15th from
5:30pm to 7:30pm at their office on
Hines Road to celebrate the donation to the Kanata Food Cupboard.
“The Open House will be a chance
for me to personally thank everyone
involved with the tournament,” says
Anthony, “Because without our sponsors, donors, and volunteers none of
this could be possible.”
Plans are already underway for next
year’s Investors Group Ottawa-Kanata
Golf Tournament to benefit the Kanata
Food Cupboard, which will be held on
June 28th 2016 at The Marshes Golf
and Country Club.

Photo: Investors Group Regional Director Anthony Sam and his team present the Kanata
Food cupboard Vice Chair, Jenna Sudds with a cheque for over $20K.
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Custom marketing and
communications solutions:
From strategy...

BRAND
STRATEGY

CREATIVE
STRATEGY

to results.

WRITING AND
GRAPHIC DESIGN

SOCIAL

INTERACTIVE

WEBSITES

CommMotion
VIDEO

For the right message, to the right audiences,
in the right media, at the right time, contact:

The playground for serious communications

613-255-4660
communicarium.com
info@communicarium.com
THE KANATA NETWORKER
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